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We've got a lot going on here at Signalysis - so I'll get right to it. In this issue of
Signalysis News you'll read about our end-of-production quality inspection system
for automotive sunroofs, meet some of our staff members, and learn exactly what
a Silver Snoopy is. I hope that you'll take a minute to read the story at the bottom
of our newsletter featuring my father. NASA Bob talks about his early work in
vibrational analysis on the Polaris Missile and later the Space Shuttle program at
NASA. I know I'm a little biased but I think you'll agree that his experience is both
fascinating and inspiring. And yes, it's true, we at Signalysis are literally using rocket
science to advance our test systems.
I was recently asked;What makes Signalysis different? And without hesitation I
answered. I’ve been at this for 30 years now and probably lost touch with what
other companies do; so, I don’t know exactly what makes us different. However, I
do know what has made us successful. It starts with our mission which is To
deliver the ultimate solution experienceto our customers with
unsurpassed integrity! Then we chase that with a strong shot of“Knock Your
Socks Off Service.” To many this may sound cliché – but I believe that the
statements define who Signalysis is. Living up to these statements make the job
challenging and extremely rewarding when you get that thank you call from
customers!
Sincerely,
Neil Coleman
President
(513) 528-6164
neil.coleman@signalysis.com
Visit our Website

Is there a charity holding a localfundraiser

golf outing in your area? If so, we would like
to help. SignalysisPresident, Neil "Green
Jacket" Coleman loves golf and is always
eager to support charities.
Send Neil an e-mail to let him knowabout an
upcoming event in your area. If possible
we'll sponsor a team consisting of Neil and
three people of your choosing. Don'twait,
Neil's availability (like his golf skills) is going
fast.

Have you ever wondered what itwould be
like to work for a company like Signalysis?
Sure, you have; andnow is your chance!
If you (or someone you know) is a
Mechanical Engineer, Electrical Engineer, or
has Production or Manufacturing experience
consider joining Signalysis and the
wonderful world of NVH.
Send your resume or contact us to learn
more!

Automotive Test Systems: Sun Roofs
Identifying quality issues before your products are
shipped reduces warranty claims and keeps
customers happy. Our End-of-Line Production Test
s o lutio ns provide 100% quality inspection in
manufacturing environments.
O u r Sun Roof Quality Inspection Test Systems
replace subjective tests with advanced vibration,
sound, motorcurrent and travel velocity algorithms
and metrics. Based on more than 30 years of
experience, the proven power seat test system combines traditional NVH
laboratory modal analysis, sound quality, gear testing, and motor dynamics test
methods bringing 100% inspection confidence to your manufacturing floor.
We offer solutions for automotive, appliance, medical, and other industries.
Request information here.

Welcome to "The Show"
We're pleased to welcome several new co-ops. Joining us this summer are
Parker Coleman (University of Cincinnati), Austin Coleman (Valparaiso),
Markus Peoples (University of Cincinnati), and Ryan Baas (University of
Cincinnati).
As a long-time supporter of co-op programs, Signalysis is all about hands-on
learning. We're thrilled to help the next generation of engineers gain practical
real-world experience.
We're excited to have Parker, Austin, Markus, and Ryan join us; and we look
forward to their contributions throughout the summer!

4 Questions 4: Parker Coleman
Parker joins Signalysis as a summer co-op. We'll be
putting his electronic media skills to work to help
create a variety of videos and related media. Let's
learn a little more about Parker with four quick
questions...

Hi Parker. Can you tell us a little about yourself?
I grew up in Milford, Ohio and graduated fromMilford High School. Currently I'm
enrolled in the Electronic Media Program at the University of Cincinnati. Naturally I
enjoy going to movies. The best movie I've seen recently was probably Star Wars
Rogue One. It was pretty sweet.
What kind of things will you be working on this summer?
My role at Signalysis is to create videos andvideo templates for any needs the
company has. This will make it easier for customers toaccess tutorials and
information on the solutions that Signalysis offers. I'll alsobe working on
strengthening the company's online presence.
What do you like most so far about working at Signalysis?
I appreciate the opportunity to work with media and video production. This
issomething I genuinely enjoy doing. It's nice to be able to put my education and
skills to work in a real-world corporate environment.
OK, last question. What's something about you not many people know?
Most people don't know that I'm an aggressively good badminton player!

Still Using Windows XP??
We get it... breaking up is hard to do; but it's been three years since Microsoft
ended extended support for Windows XP. It's time for even the most diehard XP
users to move on... time to find a newer, supported operating system.
More important - if you're still using XP you're not leveraging the latest versions of
Signalysis software. So break up with your old operating system and contact us to
get the latest version of SigQC software.

What the Heck is a Silver
Snoopy - and Why did Bob
Coleman Receive one??
It's fair to say that Signalysis Sr. Applications
Engineer Robert "NASA Bob" Coleman has
just about seen it all. Read about his
experience with Polaris Missiles during the

cold war, work at NASA on the Shuttle
Program, and finally how this wealth of
experience is being leveraged by Signalysis
and our customers today.
In fact Bob has literally written the book on
Experimental Structural Dynamics. Go here
to request your copy!
Visit our Website

To deliver the ultimate solution experience to our customers with
unsurpassed integrity!
Contact:
Keith Coomer
Desk: 513.528.6164
Cell: 513.328.6392

